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This study explores an approach for analysing the mirror (reflective) symmetry of 3D shapes

with tensor based sparse decomposition. The approach combines non-negative tensor

decomposition and directional texture synthesis, with symmetry information about 3D

shapes that is represented by 2D textures synthesised from sparse, decomposed images.

This technique requires the center of mass of 3D objects to be at the origin of the coordi-

nate  system. The decomposition of 3D shapes and analysis of their symmetry are useful

for  image compression, pattern recognition, as well as there being an emerging interest in

the  medical community due to its potential to find morphological changes between healthy
exture synthesis

parse sampling

RI

ymmetry detection

and pathological structures. This paper postulates that sparse texture synthesis can be used

to  describe the decomposed basis images acting as symmetry descriptors for a 3D shape.

We  apply the theory of non-negative tensor decomposition and sparse texture synthesis,

deduce the new representation, and show some application examples.

A different class of intensity-based algorithms [9–11]
.  Introduction

omputing reflective symmetries of 2D and 3D shapes is a
lassic problem in computer vision and computational geom-
try [1].  An object is said to possess reflectional symmetry if
ne symmetric half of the object can be thought of as a mirror
eflection of the other half [2].  In two dimensions (2D), an axis
f symmetry that plays the role of a mirror is called a reflection
xis. In three dimensions (3D), a plane of symmetry that plays
he role of a mirror is referred to as a reflection plane. Most
revious methods have focused only on discrete detection of
ymmetries, i.e., classifying a model in terms of its symme-

ry groups [3–5]. Many  of them are related to the symmetry
n 2D shape geometry [3,4,6].  Early work in this area is based
n efficient substring matching algorithms [1,7], which are
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used to find all occurrences of one given string within another.
However, they provide limited analysis of shapes that do not
have a particular symmetry [1].  Another existing approach for
reflective symmetry detection applies the covariance matrix
[5,8] and then utilises the fact that eigenvectors of the covari-
ance matrix must be invariant under the symmetries of the
model. However, as emphasised in the research conducted in
[1], this is limited to the situation when the eigenvector of
each dimension is the same. When 3D modeling is not of per-
fect symmetry, the eigenvector of each dimension varies. As a
result, the covariance matrix can only identify candidate axes
and does not determine a measure of symmetry.
s (ARC) Discovery Project funding scheme – Project No. DP0988064.

utilises the Fourier transform to detect global symmetric
patterns in images. The Fourier transform preserves the sym-
metry of images in the Fourier domain, if the object image  is

erved.
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symmetric in the intensity domain. However, Fourier analysis
for symmetry detection is only limited in 2D, it is difficult to
extend to 3D due to its dependence on image  representation
in the complex plane [1].

In contrast, Kazhdan et al. developed an algorithm to
achieve 3D symmetry analysis [1].  The scheme computes a
reflectional symmetry descriptor that measures the reflec-
tional symmetry of 3D volumes, for all planes passing through
the center of mass. It uses a number of landmark points from
a geometric object for the reflective symmetry measure. The
algorithm takes advantage of spatial geometry to define the
symmetry distance, using Fourier decomposition for multires-
olution approximation. The descriptor finally maps any 3D
volume to a sphere, where each point on the sphere represents
the symmetry in the object with respect to the plane perpen-
dicular to the direction of the point. However, the method
relies on the ability to establish landmark points, which is gen-
erally difficult and the required computational effort increases
rapidly with the complexity of the geometric shape.

Some research also emphasises the use of local image  fea-
tures. The local information is then employed to detect the
global symmetry. A symmetry operator suggested by Reisfeld
et al. [12] is used to construct a symmetry map  of the image
by computing an edge map,  where the magnitude and ori-
entation of each edge depends on the symmetry associated
with each of its pixels. Chertok and Keller [13] proposed a
spectral approach for detecting and analyzing symmetries in
n-dimensions. In their work, point sets are aligned in space
by using the solution to a quadratic binary optimization prob-
lem. Both of the mentioned methods use local image  features
to process different symmetry scales. However, in these prior
approaches, mapping local surface features is sensitive to
noise in 3D surface data [1].

A somewhat different study concerns the perception of
symmetry of 3D shapes from single 2D images [2].  The method
applies single 2D line drawings to achieve discrimination
between symmetric and asymmetric 3D shapes, as well as
discrimination between different degrees of asymmetry of 3D
shapes, from single 2D line drawings. Meanwhile, the eval-
uation of the degree of symmetry regarding the 3D shape is
carried out by recovering the 3D shape using an a priori con-
straints from 2D images.

Symmetry is an important criterion in medical diagnosis
[14]. On the one hand, this can be exemplified in tumor iden-
tification where symmetry is often a benign tumor sign and
malignant tumors are more  asymmetric than benign ones in
terms of shape from clinical observations [14]. On the other
hand, from the brain neuroscience perspective, the concepts
of symmetry and asymmetry are closely tied to the two cere-
bral hemispheres of the human brain, which at least on the
surface appears to possess symmetrical mirror images. Struc-
tural symmetrical abnormality of the human brain indicates
a range of brain disease entities [15]. Thus, by exploiting the
symmetry of the brain structure, the early diagnosis of brain
diseases is emerging.

Much  literature explores the application of symmetry in

analysis and diagnosis of disease. Alterson and Plewes [16] use
bilateral symmetry analysis of breast MRI  to indicate the site
of potential tumour masses. The approach adopts three objec-
tive measures of similarity: multi-resolution non-orthogonal
 b i o m e d i c i n e 1 0 8 ( 2 0 1 2 ) 629–643

wavelet representation, three dimensional intensity distri-
butions and co-occurrence matrices. Statistical distributions
invariant to feature localization are computed for each of the
extracted image  features to account for perceptual similarity.

Shape symmetry analysis of breast tumors on ultrasound
images has been conducted by [14], for investigating the reflec-
tive symmetry of breast tumor shapes. It is derived based on
a multiscale local area of interest. Integral invariance is pro-
posed for testing the shape symmetry of a breast tumor, based
on binary mask images. The experimental results show that
the reflective symmetry of breast tumor shape is capable of
providing potential diagnostic information.

In addition, the symmetry property shows promise in inte-
grated brain injury detection. One of the recent studies, carried
by [17], argues that the limitation of traditional injury detec-
tion methods involves a large amount of training data or an
a priori model that is only applicable to a limited domain of
brain slices, with low computational efficiency and robust-
ness. Consequently, their work investigates a fully automated
symmetry-integrated brain injury detection method for mag-
netic resonance imaging (MRI) sequences. The approach can
detect injuries from a wide variety of brain images. The meth-
ods involve computations consisting of the symmetry affinity
matrix for symmetry integrated segmentation of brain slices
and potential asymmetric regions are calculated via kurtosis
and skewness of the symmetry affinity matrix. A 3D relaxation
algorithm is used to cluster the pixels in a symmetry affin-
ity matrix, with a Gaussian mixture model for unsupervised
classification of potential asymmetric regions.

There exist many  studies that exploit mapping of brain
symmetry and asymmetry for brain abnormality detection.
One instance is Herbert et al. [15] that apply imaging
analysis, including grey white segmentation and cortical
parcellation, to survey cortical asymmetry in children with
high-functioning autism and with developmental language
disorder (DLD). They conclude that there exist widespread
shifts in cortical asymmetry in both high-functioning autism
and DLD; the anatomical changes underlying these disorders
are pervasive.

Compared with the methods mentioned above, most of
which are purely geometric, our scheme is based on sparse
decomposition (non-negative tensor factorisation) [18] and
2D texture synthesis [19]. The symmetry of a 3D shape is
represented and tested by 2D synthesis patterns. The discrimi-
nation between symmetric and asymmetric 3D shapes, as well
as discrimination between different degrees of asymmetry of
3D shapes, is achieved via the discrimination of 2D synthe-
sis. Especially, the degrees of asymmetry are qualified via the
measurement of the distance along vertical and horizontal
directions regarding reference synthesis pattern to the axis
of symmetry. This improves computational efficiency.

There are five examples that illustrate the current algo-
rithms. The first three examples are performed on 3D image
datasets, which are created according to the spatial shapes of
tumor. Testing with these shapes provides an indication of the
potential of performing tumor detection via symmetry anal-

ysis [14]. The remaining two examples [20,21] use structural
MRI datasets, which contain images of subcortical white and
grey mass of human brain tissue with low and high resolution.
The use of structural MRI for the discrimination of symmetry

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cmpb.2011.10.007
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nd asymmetry along with the discrimination of the degree of
symmetry has potential to achieve the detection of diseases
f the human brain.

This paper consists of four sections. Section 2 discusses the
ethodology. Section 3 introduces the 3D image  data genera-

ion, acquisition, presents quantitative analysis of symmetry
nd the discrimination between symmetry and asymmetry, as
ell as the discrimination of different degrees of asymmetry.
ection 4 then concludes this paper.

.  Methodology

n this section, we  present two algorithms that are applied
n combination to detect the mirror symmetry. One is tensor
actorisation, and the other is sparse expansion of an image.
oth of them are related to sparse coding for image  represen-
ation [22]. Sparse coding aims to model data vectors as sparse
inear combinations of basis elements. This paper focuses on
he tensor factorisation problem that consists of learning the
asis sets in order to adapt them to specific data – MR  images.
hese basis sets are analysed further via directional learning
f sparse texture with application of sparse expansion.

Sparse coding is becoming a hot topic in image  analysis. It
as already been used in pattern identification tasks for audio
ource separation [23], face recognition [24,25],  texture analy-
is [26], MR  image  classification [27,28],  etc. The ideas of sparse
oding presented in this paper are used to illustrate the dimen-
ionality reduction application, and optimization processing
n texture synthesis for shape identification purposes.

.1. Tensor  based  visualisation  in  3D

ensor based visualisation is to look at the mirror symme-
ry of a 3D object via tensor decomposition. The motivation
f using tensor decomposition is to consider the fact that 3D

mage matrices, i.e. MRI  measurements, can be explored via
ultimode data analysis of image  arrays, so as to preserve the

patial coherency of the individual images.
Tensors are multilinear mappings over a set of vec-

or spaces. If we denote the Nth order tensor by A(N) ∈
I1×I2×···×In×···×IN , the geometric shape objects represented
sing a 3D spatial image  datasets are treated as a third order
ensor, with N = 3. Considering the directional property of a
ensor, the third order tensor of spatial matrix consists of three
irection slices: horizontal, vertical and frontal, illustrated in
ig. 1(b)–(d), which are perpendicular to the x-, y-, and z-axes,
llustrated in Fig. 1(a), respectively.

Elements of A(3) for a spatial reference object are labeled
s A(3)

i1,i2,i3
, where 1 ≤ in ≤ In, and n = 1, 2, 3. There are differ-

nt ways of organising spatial image  datasets into image
atrices. The mode-n vector of a third order tensor A, which

orresponds to a spatial image  dataset A, has In dimen-
ional vectors obtained from A by varying index in and fixing
he other indices. For the special case of a two dimen-
ional matrix case, mode-1 vectors are the more  familiar

atrix column vectors, and mode-2 vectors are the row vec-

ors. The mode-n vectors are the column vectors of matrix

(n) ∈ RIn×(I1···In−1In+1···IN) that is generated by mode-n  flatten-
ng the tensor A(N). In this paper, we flatten the third order
 o m e d i c i n e 1 0 8 ( 2 0 1 2 ) 629–643 631

tensors along frontal slices, illustrated in Fig. 1(e). The mode-
n product of a tensor A(3) ∈ RI1×I2×I3 by a matrix X ∈ RJn×In is
denoted by A(3) ×n X ∈ RI1×···×In−1×Jn×In+1×···×IN , where (A(3) ×n

X)i1···in−1jnin+1···iN = A(3)
i1···in−1in+1···iN xjnin , and ×n indicates the Nth

mode of tensor multiplication operation.

2.2. Non-negative  tensor  factorisation

Tensor factorisation of a 3D spatial matrix uses multilinear
algebra to analyse an ensemble of volume images, in order
to separate and parsimoniously represent high-dimensional
spatial datasets into constituent factors [29]. The 3D spatial
image datasets are treated as a third order tensor. The image
dataset tensor A(3) ∈ RI1×I2×I3 is decomposed [30] or factorised
to a core tensor C ∈ RJ1×J2×J3 and three different modes of 2D
image matrices X(n) ∈ RIn×Jn , n = 1, 2, 3, which is illustrated in
Fig. 2.

Tensor decomposition used in the paper is the standard
Tucker decomposition [31,32],  which approximates a third
order dataset tensor A(3) as

A(3) ≈ C ×1 X(1) ×2 X(2) ×3 X(3)≈
J1∑

j1=1

J2∑
j2=1

J3∑
j3=1

cj1j2j3 u(1)
j1
× u(2)

j2
× u(3)

j3

(1)

cj1j2j3 =
{

1 for j1 = j2 = j3
0 otherwise

When j1 = j2 = j3 = m and k = min  {J1, J2, J3}, we  have

A(3) ≈
k∑

m=1

u(1)
m × u(2)

m × u(3)
m (2)

where u(i)
m ∈ RIn with n = 1, 2, 3; X(i) = [u(i)

1 , u(i)
2 , . . . , u(i)

k
] are so-

called loading matrices, whose columns are loading factors;
and × stands for vector multiplication. The tensor rank of A(3)

is the smallest k for which such a decomposition exists. A
rank-k factorisation would correspond to a collection of k rank-
1 matrices (the basis images) and mixture coefficients required
for generating the original image  collection as nonnegative
super-positions of the basis matrices [33]. We  call the last item
of Eq. (1) as canonical polyadic (CP) model when the core ten-

sor
∑3

n=1u(1)
n × u(2)

n × u(3)
n is superdiagonal [34]. Decomposition

of the CP model is unique if [ajkl] = u(1)× u(2)× u(3) is orthogo-
nally decomposable with rank k. That means a tensor of order
at least 3 is orthogonally decomposable and the decomposi-
tion is unique [34]. The uniqueness of tensor decomposition
is of practical importance.

In the current case, we impose additional constraints on
component matrices such as imposing non-negativity and
sparsity on the column norms of each component matrix X(n),
n ∈ 1, 2, 3. The constrained tensor decomposition is referred to
as non-negative tensor factorisation (NTF).

Given a nonnegative tensor A(3) ∈ RI1×I2×I3 , NTF com-
(3) (1) (2)
putes an approximate factorisation A ≈ C ×1 X ×2 X ×3

X(3), where both the three matrix factors X(n) ∈ RIn×Jn , n = 1, 2, 3
and core tensor C ∈ RJ1×J2×J3 are nonnegative. These factors are
chosen to solve the constrained least-squares problem.

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cmpb.2011.10.007
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Fig. 1 – (a) Illustration of the directions regarding the x-, y-, and z-axes. (b-d) Illustration of three direction slices of a third
order tensor: horizontal, vertical, and frontal, respectively, which are perpendicular to the x-, y-, and z-axes, respectively. (e)
Illustration of the way to flatten the third order tensors along frontal slices. The colon (:) used in the figure indicates all the

n im
column elements at a given direction are involved to form a

The role of the core tensor C is understood as a scaling
device, where C is a diagonal tensor. If we define the diagonal
tensor with diagonal matrices D(n), n = 1, 2, 3 and an identity
tensor I as C := I ×1 D(1) ×2 D(2) ×3 D(3), the following holds:

C ×1 X(1) ×2 X(2) ×3 X(3) = [I ×1 D(1) ×2 D(2) ×3 D(3)]

× 1[X(1) ×2 X(2) ×3 X(3)] = I ×1 [X(1)D(1) ×2 X(2)D(2) ×3 X(3)D(3)]

= I ×1 X
(1) ×2 X

(2) ×3 X
(3)

(3)

The scaling matrices are defined as D(n) = diag(eTX(n))(−1),
which ensures each X(n) is well scaled, so that the result-
ing columns of the scaled matrix X(n)D(n) each sum to one,
‖X(n)D(n) ‖ 1 = 1. This linear least-square subproblem is solved
via using the alternative least square (ALS) [18] algorithm to
express NTF, as follows:

argmin
X(n)

‖I(In) ⊗ (X(n) � DT)vecX(n)T − vecV(n)T‖2 (4)

This function subjects to X(n) ≥ 0, where D is the product
of the diagonal matrices D(n), � denotes the Khatri-Rao prod-

uct [18], and ⊗ is the Kronecker product. The sign vec labels
the vector component of a given matrix. The solution X(n)

k
is

rescaled by D and solved at iteration k, V is the mode matrix
of the factorised tensor A(3), respectively.

Fig. 2 – Illustration of a third
age matrix.

The BCLS (bound-constrained least squares) software pack-
age is a separate implementation for solving least-square
subproblems with bound constraints [35]. The BCLS algorithm
is based on a two-metric projection method. A partitioning of
the variables is maintained at all times; variables that are well
within the interior of the feasible set are labeled ‘free’ (B), and
variables that are at (or near) one of their bounds are labeled
‘fixed’. Finally, an approximate solution of the least-squares
problem is achieved by applying a conjugate-gradient-type
solver [36], where yB is computed equivalently as a solution
of the least-square problem

argmin
yB

∥∥∥∥∥
[

FB

ˇI

]
�yB −

[
r

1
ˇ

cB − r2

ˇ
yB

]∥∥∥∥∥ (5)

where  ̌ = max{�, �}, with � a small positive constant, and �

a nonnegative regularization parameter used to control the
norm of the final solution; r = b − Fy is the current residual, F is
an m × n matrix and b and c are m- and n- dimensional vectors.
The function is subject to variables l ≤ y ≤ u. The n-dimensional
vectors l and u are lower and upper bounds on the variables y;
a value of � = 0 is permitted in the implementation and simply
eliminates the regularization term.
2.3.  Sparse  expansion  of  an  image

The aim of the current algorithm is to achieve sparse expan-
sion of image  patches in a local dictionary. In this section, we

-order decomposition.

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cmpb.2011.10.007
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emonstrate that basis images can be further reconstructed
hen the factorised basis data appears to be insufficient that

onsist of only few meaningful pixels. The advantage is that
ore analysis can be well-placed to afford insight into the

xtent of the symmetry of the synthesis patterns; therefore
he symmetry of the original image  objects can be determined.

The core method adopted is to extract sparse texture from
asis images and capture their geometric features from the

nput exemplar accurately. The algorithm is capable of pro-
iding fast and efficient identification of mirror symmetry of

 3D MR  image  via implementing effective tensor factorisation
chemes from the viewpoint of sparse coding.

The local geometry of an image  texture can be calculated
ia the extraction of local patches [19]. Given an image  M ∈ RN

f N pixels, a patch can be handled as a vector extracted from
n image  M,  which has the size � × � around a pixel position.
ll the patches can be expressed as (pi)i, with size n ×N, where

 is the number of dimensions of each patch and N is the num-
er of patches in an image  with N pixels. Each patch satisfies
he following function

i = Qai =
m−1∑
k=0

aikqk (6)

here Q is a dictionary matrix, every column in which is a
rototype signal, called an atom. The atom is optimized to
nhance the synthesis result. Each ai is a coefficient vector
ssociated with atom qk ∈ Rn.

Considering an image  M of N pixel, the corresponding col-
ection of patches P = (pi)i = �(M), which can be decomposed
s

(M) = P = QA where A = (ai)i ∈ Rm×N (7)

This dictionary Q is the main feature of our texture model
nd its atoms qk should be carefully chosen in order to effi-
iently represent typical geometric patterns of the textures
or analysis and synthesis.

Eq. (6) describes a forward process that generates a patch
iven a set of coefficients. The problem of analysing a given
mage M using the local dictionary Q is more  complex and
nvolves a modeling stage that enforces constraints on the set
f coefficients. In particular, considering both the mapping �

nd the dictionary Q are highly redundant, the current algo-
ithm is to calculate ai, aiming for finding only a few atoms qk

hat are active to describe pi. This is realised via enforcing that

0 norm of a is small.
In order to compute numerically such a valid set of coeffi-

ients ai for a given patch pi, we use the following non-linear
ptimization

i = argmin
c∈Rm

‖pi − Qc‖ subject to ‖c‖l0 ≤ l (8)

here l is the sparsity constant and l0 labels the number of
on-zero element of a given vector.
The matching pursuit algorithm solves the optimization
pproximately, which is one of the greedy algorithms that
nds one atom at a time [37,19,38],

Step 1: Initialization, the vector a = 0, i = 0.
 o m e d i c i n e 1 0 8 ( 2 0 1 2 ) 629–643 633

Step 2: Finding one atom that best matches the signal,
which is obtained via best correlation. This satisfies the fol-
lowing function:

k∗ = argmax
k

1
‖qk‖
〈r, qk〉 (9)

where r = pi− qka.
Step 3: Given the previously found atoms, find the next one

to best fit the residual r. This is represented as

r ← r − 1
‖qk∗ ‖2

〈r, qk∗ 〉qk∗ (10)

and

a(k∗) ← a(k∗) + 1
‖qk∗ ‖2

〈r, qk∗ 〉 (11)

Step 4: The algorithm stops when i = l.
Given a known dictionary matrix Q (Once sparse coeffi-

cients a have been computed, one can update the dictionary
matrix Q) for patches with size � × �, directional texture syn-
thesis is to search through a whole image  for sparse patches in
Q. This is to minimise the energy related to synthesize texture
M, expressed as E = ‖�(M) − QA‖ [19,38,37],  defined as

EQ (M) = min
A∈Rm×N

E ∀i, ‖ãi‖l0 ≤ l (12)

Here, each ãi corresponds to the coefficients of the patch
p̃ki

(M) which has to be sparse in Q.
Texture synthesis algorithm uses matching pursuit to per-

form the synthesis iteratively.
Step 1: Setting a random input M  for initialization, which

is a blurred version of original image  after using a Gaussian
filter.

Step 2: Computing the patches P  = �(M) from image  M.
Step 3: Performing the matching pursuit, to compute ãi =

argmin‖p̃i − Qc̃‖, subject to ‖c̃‖l0 ≤ l.
Step 4: Reconstructing the patches p̃i = Qãi, which is to rear-

range the non-overlapping patches of p̃i.
Here, P  = (p̃i), and A  = (ãi)i ∈ Rm×N.
Table 1 summarises sparse decomposition (for dictionary

learning) and texture synthesis with fixed notation.

2.4.  Discriminating  scheme  of  a  3D  object

We  use a number of steps (strategies) to carry out mirror sym-
metry experiments and to analyse the properties of 3D objects
with mirror symmetry. We  understand these steps as the prop-
erties of the current algorithms for discriminating a 3D object.

Strategy 1: The centroid of the geometrical object or the cen-
troid of the major part of the 3D image  geometry should be
located in the center of the volume image.  This is to guarantee
that the proposed algorithms is capable of searching the object
in order to determine the extent of symmetry and asymmetry.

Strategy 2: Spatial shape datasets are viewed as a non-

negative tensor. Non-negative tensor factorisation is applied
to decompose the third order tensor into non-negative factors.
Multiply the core tensor by the first and second factor matrix.
Flatten the resultant matrices, and then we  can obtain the two

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cmpb.2011.10.007
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Table 1 – This is to summarise sparse decomposition (for dictionary learning) and texture synthesis with fixed notation.

Operation Sparse decomposition Texture synthesis

Symbol Notation Symbol Notation

Input M Original  input M Texture  synthesis (input exemplar)
Q Dictionary matrix Q  Updated dictionary matrix
qk kth atom
pi ith patch
P Patch matrix with element of pi

i The number of iteration
Iteration k* The number of atom p̃i(M) Patch calculated in terms of M  and Q

r Residue P  Patch matrix consisting of elements of p̃i

a Coefficient vector of atoms ãi Coefficient vector of atoms
A Coefficient vector of atoms c̃ Coefficient  vector corresponding to ãi

Output l The number of non-zero elements in
coefficient vector a

p̃ki Non-overlapping patches of p̃i

emen

i

ai Coefficient vector with l non-zero el

of three basis images related to the first and second modes of
the image  tensor.

Strategy 3: The flattened basis image  after being decom-
posed and multiplied, shows a large size of a 2D basis image.
These basis images are sparse and separable, and provide
unique factorisation. These basis elements serve as filters,
and any spatial object datasets can be represented in terms
of a small number of basis images out of a large set [39]. The
energy of the object datasets is spread throughout the filters
(basis elements) symmetrically if both of the modes of matri-
ces involved indicate symmetry.

Strategy 4: The sparse basis elements in the center region
of the basis image  allows capture of the “essence” of an object
geometry and to reflect the symmetry and asymmetry, effec-
tively.

Strategy 5: If both the first mode matrix (i.e. along the y and
the z axes) and second mode matrix (i.e. along the x and the z
axes) are symmetric, the frontal plane (along the x and the y
axes) is a mirror symmetric plane, and vice versa. This can be
explained via simple plane geometry, illustrated in Fig. 3.

Strategy 6: To achieve the quantitative analysis of the sym-
metry of an spatial geometry, the synthesis of sparse texture
is performed. This is to achieve sparse expansion of extracted
direction texture. As a result, the sparse basis is converted to
easily defined plane geometry for calculation and analysis of
mirror symmetry of a 3D object with different spatial shapes.

Strategy 7: The current algorithm mainly focuses on the
investigation of mirror symmetry via the first and the sec-
ond modes of its tensor. There are three approaches to deal
with three different types of spatial datasets. (i) For a simple
spatial geometry, if both of the two modes of a third order ten-
sor have mirror symmetry, the resultant synthesis patterns
of basis images have symmetry along both horizontal and
vertical axes in a 2D image  coordinates. If the third mode ten-
sor matrix also has mirror symmetry, it can be explored via
exchange the mode of the tensor from the third to the first or
the second, based on the symmetry of the remaining modes of
the tensor. If the resultant synthesis of the basis image  does

not possess symmetry along both of the symmetric axes, it
means at least one of the modes of the tensor involved are not
mirror symmetric. (ii) For a spatial shape object with relatively
complex geometry, if the basis image  is symmetric only along
ts

one of its symmetry axes, the two modes of tensors involved
are mirror symmetric, considering the complex data will intro-
duce noise that results in the loss of part of the symmetry of
the basis image.  (iii) For image datasets with more  complex
spatial shape, it is suggested to divide the input image  into
sub-images and processing each of them separately, in order
to determine the symmetry or asymmetry accurately.

3. Experimental  results

Experiments are conducted using basic geometric shapes in
3D and brain structure MRI images with low and high res-
olution, for mirror symmetry analysis using the proposed
algorithms. We  apply our proposed strategies in three differ-
ent cases and start to deal with these experimental datesets
according to steps (strategies) represented in Section 2.4.

The first case is to investigate 3D datasets with simple reg-
ular shapes: spherical, ellipsoidal, and lobular. These shape
datasets are motivated by breast cancer, which generally show
the 3D structure of similar space geometry. The case focuses
the analysis of decomposition and synthesis of these regu-
lar shape with simple geometry. Afterwards, the algorithm is
applied to complex geometric shape for analysis and compari-
son, represented in the second and the third cases. For further
clinical screen of breast cancer according to symmetry anal-
ysis, with application of MRI, is an extension of the current
topic, which composes of complex preprocessing, including
registration, segmentation operation, and spherical harmon-
ics. This is not in the scope of the current paper.

The second case is to achieve symmetry analysis with
coarse resolution of structural brain images. This is a slightly
different in the symmetry analysis compared with the sim-
ple space geometry represented in the first case. The different
degree of asymmetry regarding brain structure is analysed
quantitatively, according to the synthesis pattern of factorised
tensor.

The third case is to explore more  complex spatial geom-

etry by using high resolution of structural brain images. The
results validate the method represented in Section 2.4 regard-
ing the strategies 1–7 via the analysis of experimental datasets
corresponding to the different cases.

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cmpb.2011.10.007
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Fig. 3 – Illustration of (a) a frontal plane, (b) a horizontal plane, (c) a vertical plane as a mirror symmetric plane of a third
order tensor, which are derived via mirror symmetric matrices. Considering a frontal plane as an example, labeled plane
ABCD. The intersections between the frontal plane and vertical plane (along the x and z axes) is line BC; between the frontal
plane and horizontal plane is line BA. If the line BC and line BA are the symmetric axes of the two planes: horizontal and
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ertical planes, respectively, which, therefore, forms a mirro

.1.  The  first  case

e  start using spatial shape datasets with a simple geome-
ry. They are illustrated in Figs. 4, 6, and 8. For each 3D object
hape, the size is selected so as to be just enough to represent
he spatial geometry. The center of each object is located in the
ixel point (50th, 50th, 49th) along the x, y, z-axes. The three
imensional image  data size is 100 ×100 × 100. It is assem-
led into a tensor V. The multi-mode tensor is decomposed
ia a core tensor with a size of 32 × 32 × 32. The basis images
re achieved via multiplication of the core tensor, first mode
atrix, and second mode matrix. The flattened basis images

re cropped in the middle area, with window size of 600 ×100
re displayed, and 200 × 100 are used for sparse directional
exture extraction and synthesis. The sparse texture consists
f 8 atoms. This number of atoms for directional texture matrix
emains the same throughout all the synthesis patterns that
re involved in the experiments. Referring to Strategy 7, we  can
hange the mode of the tensor so that the core tensor matrix
lways allows multiplication of the mode matrix in the first
nd second tensor modes. In this paper, the modes of matri-
es discussed are in terms of the mode of the tensor before we

hange the mode to look at the tensor data in it.

The resultant synthesis is then analysed for symmetry
ccording to the geometry of synthesis as well as its intensity

ig. 4 – Illustration of three-dimensional mirror symmetry analy
ross-sectional slices, through the center point of the sphere; (b) 

xtraction; and (d) synthesis of the extracted texture.
metric plane ABC, as part of the frontal plane.

assignment. To quantify the symmetry, first a k means cluster-
ing is conducted according to image  intensity within regions
of interest. Accordingly, we extract the separable ellipsoids
through selecting a threshold for the quantitative analysis of
symmetry, which is referred to as threshold synthesis patterns for
convenience. The clustering centroid is calculated via k means
clustering, based on the extracted pixel positions. In contrast
to the first k means method, via intensity assignment, the sec-
ond method is to partition the pixel points of an image  matrix
to k clusters. When being illustrated in a figure, the black solid
cross, in the central region, labels the centroid of the whole
synthesis pattern. The white solid crosses label the centroid
of the synthesis patterns corresponding the separable syn-
thesis patterns with cluster number equal to and larger than
a selected threshold. Landmark points on the threshold pat-
terns are indicated by black solid lines. To check the synthesis,
it is proposed to calculate (i) the distance from the total cen-
troid to the centroid of each threshold synthesis pattern, (ii)
the distance among each of the landmarks along the x and the
y-axes, and (iii) plotting the intensity histogram corresponding
to each of the extracted ellipses.

Fig. 4 illustrates the three-dimensional mirror symmetry

analysis of a spherical object with a radius of 31. Fig. 4(a) illus-
trates one of the 2D cross-sectional slices through the center
point of this object. Fig. 4(b) illustrates that the flattened basis

sis of a spherical object. (a) Illustration of one of the 2D
non-negative tensor decomposition; (c) sparse texture

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cmpb.2011.10.007
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Fig. 5 – Illustration of qualification of mirror symmetry regarding the spherical object. (a) Illustration of its k means
clustering according to image intensity within the area of interest. (b) Illustration of the separable ellipsoids for the
quantitative analysis of symmetry. (c and d) Illustration of the intensity distribution histogram of the ellipses with first

mean and second mean, respectively.

images are cropped in the middle area after non-negative ten-
sor decomposition of the sphere. As an example, it is obtained
via tensor multiplication of the core tensor, first mode and
second mode matrices. Fig. 4(c) illustrates sparse texture
extraction of the spherical object. Fig. 4(d) shows a synthesis
of the extracted texture regarding the sphere. The resultant
synthesised image  is symmetric with both vertical and hori-
zontal symmetric axes, which means the object is symmetric
with the frontal plane as a reflective mirror. Similarly, we can
determine the symmetry of the sphere with horizontal and
vertical planes as reflective mirrors via multiplication among
the second mode matrix and the third mode matrix, as well as
the multiplication along the first mode matrix and the third
mode matrix.

For a given object with mirror symmetry, both the geo-
metric pattern and the image  intensity assignment of the
synthesis in terms of the basis image  should be symmetric.
Therefore, we  apply two types of k means clustering. The
first is conducted according to image  intensity within the
region of interest, which is illustrated in Fig. 5(a). For conve-
nience this procedure is referred to as k means clustering. We
extract the separable ellipsoids as a target for the quantita-
tive analysis of symmetry, illustrated in Fig. 5(b), after using a
selected threshold. The second k means method is carried out
based on the extracted pixel positions, which aims to calcu-
late each of the cluster centroid. The cluster centroid locations
regarding the two  extracted ellipsoids are: (51, 22), and (51,
80). The semi-major axis and semi-minor axis correspond-
ing to the ellipsoid with first mean is 20 pixels and 12 pixels
respectively, the same as the second ellipsoid. Therefore the
synthesis of the decomposed basis images in the center region
of interest are symmetrical along both axes y = 53 and x = 51,
though there exists 2 pixels of offset along the y-axis, con-
sidering the accurate calculation of symmetry axis along y
direction is (80 − 22)/2 + 22 = 51. The corresponding intensity
distribution histogram of the ellipses on the left and right
hand side in correspondence with the first mean and second
mean are illustrated in Fig. 5(c) and (d). The profiles regarding
the number of pixels versus different intensity levels in the

two histograms vary slightly, with the maximum difference
of 7 pixels, compared to 230 pixels totally. Since the symmet-
ric synthesis pattern is derived from the first and the second
mode of the tensor, corresponding to volume images along the
y–z plane and the x–z plane, this 3D geometry has geometric
symmetry with its frontal plane (vertical to the z directional
plane) as a symmetric plane. As the 3D sphere has the same
geometry regarding the first, second, and third tensor modes,
any of the basis images regarding the sphere, will remain sym-
metric. This is in accordance with the sphere that is symmetric
along all of the three symmetric planes.

Now we turn to a three-dimensional mirror symmetry
analysis of an ellipsoid object, with the radii along the x
(labeled by a) and the y-axes (labeled by b) of 20 and 30 pixels,
respectively, and the radius along the z-axis (labeled by c) is
40 pixels. Its center point (centroid) locates in the pixel point
(50th, 50th, 49th) along the x, y, z-axes. The three dimensional
image data size equals 100 × 100 × 100. The 2D cross-sectional
slices through the center point of the ellipsoid object along
its horizontal plane, vertical plane and frontal plane are illus-
trated in Fig. 6(a)–(c). The synthesis of the flattened basis
images at the center region of interest with multiplication
among core tensor and second (along the x–z planes) and
third mode (along the x–y planes) of matrices is illustrated
in Fig. 6(d); the synthesis derived from the multiplication
among core tensor and the first (along the y–z planes) and sec-
ond mode (along the x–z planes) of matrices is illustrated in
Fig. 6(e). It is observed that the two synthesis patterns within
the center region of basis images are symmetric along both
the horizontal axis and the vertical axis. That means the ten-
sor image  is symmetric with mirror symmetric planes vertical
to the x and z directions, respectively. Fig. 6(f) shows the syn-
thesis of the flattened basis images at the center region of
interest with multiplication of core tensor and the first (along
the y–z planes) and third mode (along the x–y planes) of matri-
ces. Obviously, it is a symmetric pattern in both geometry and
intensity assignment along its horizontal axis, meanwhile, it
is also a geometric symmetry along its vertical axis but with a
slight variation in intensity assignment. Though, we  still view
the ellipsoid object as symmetric along vertical plane (perpen-
dicular to the y-axis) with a possible small amount of noise
introduced that can be ignored. Therefore, the ellipsoid object
is symmetric along its horizontal, vertical, and frontal planes.
Now we illustrate the quantitative analysis of the symme-
try of ellipsoid object along the frontal plane, according to
the synthesis pattern of basis images in the center region of
interest, shown in Fig. 6(d). A similar analysis can be applied
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Fig. 6 – Illustration of three-dimensional mirror symmetry analysis of an ellipsoid object. (a–c) Illustration of the 2D
cross-sectional slices through the center point of the ellipsoid object along its horizontal plane, vertical plane, and frontal
plane. (d–f) The synthesis of the flattened basis images at the center region of interest with multiplication of core tensor and
second and third mode matrices, of core tensor and the first and second mode matrices, and of core tensor and the first and
third mode matrices, respectively.

Fig. 7 – Illustration of quantification of mirror symmetry regarding the ellipsoid object. (a) Illustration of its k-means
clustering according to image intensity. (b) Illustration of the extracted separable synthesis patterns for quantitative
analysis of symmetry. (c–f) Illustration of the intensity distribution histogram of the oval shape patterns counterclockwise.
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Fig. 8 – Illustration of three-dimensional mirror symmetry analysis of object with lobules. (a) Illustration of one of the 2D
horizontal plane cross-sectional slices, at the 40th pixel layer. (b and c) Illustration of one of the 2D cross-sectional slices
through the center point of the large ellipsoid object, along its vertical plane, and frontal plane. (d) Non-negative tensor
decomposition of object with lobules. (e) Illustration of the synthesis of the extracted texture regarding the lobulation object.
(f and g) Illustration of the two  synthesis patterns derived from the part of the basis images with tensor multiplication of the

main
core tensor and the two mode matrices selected from the re

to qualify the symmetry along horizontal and vertical plane.
The relevant k means clustering according to image  intensity
is shown in Fig. 7(a). The separable synthesis patterns are
illustrated in Fig. 7(b), with cluster number larger than and
equal to 5. The quantification of the symmetry of the 3D
ellipsoid object is mainly focused on the analysis of the four
threshold synthesis patterns illustrated in Fig. 7(b). It can be
observed that these threshold patterns allow to represent
the symmetry of the whole synthesis pattern. The total
centroid is located in the pixel position (51,51). The centroid
positions corresponding to the four threshold ellipses are:
(38,64); (64,64); (38,37); (64,37). The four centroid positions
are symmetric along their vertical axis y = 51 and horizontal
axis x = 51. The distances between total centroid and the
centroid of each threshold pattern are: 18, 18, 19, 19, which
are symmetric along horizontal axis y = 51 and vertical axis
x = 51, with slight offset of one pixel. The landmark positions
from four target patterns are: [(55,36),(72,36),(64,45),(63,31)];
[(47,36),(30,36),(36,45),(35,31)]; [(47,66),(30,66),(34,71),(35,57)];
[(72,66),(55,66),(62,71),(63,57)], which are approximately sym-
metric along the x and y-axes with 1, and 2 pixel offsets,
respectively. Combining these calculations, the extracted
patterns appear to be symmetric along vertical and hori-
zontal axes. Fig. 7(c)–(f) illustrates the intensity distribution
histogram of the oval shape patterns counterclockwise. Each
histogram is very similar, therefore, it is concluded that the
3D ellipsoid object is symmetric along frontal plane.

One more  experiment is to achieve three-dimensional mir-
ror symmetry analysis of a 3D object with lobules. The spatial

geometry is designed with only symmetry along horizon-
tal and frontal planes, which is to combine a large size of
ellipsoid (a = 2/12 ; b = 3/12 ; c = 4/12) with a few small ellipsoids
arranged along its contours. Fig. 8(a) illustrates one of the
ing combinations.

2D cross-sectional slices along horizontal planes, at the 40th
pixel layer. Fig. 8(b) and (c) illustrates one of the 2D cross-
sectional slices through the center point of the large ellipsoid
object, along its vertical plane, and frontal plane, respectively.
Fig. 8(d) illustrates non-negative tensor decomposition of the
object with lobulation. The basis images are obtained via mul-
tiplication of core tensor, the third mode matrix and first
mode matrix. The flattened basis images are cropped in the
middle region. Fig. 8(e) shows the synthesis of the extracted
texture from the basis image.  The resultant synthesis image
with symmetry along both vertical and horizontal axes means
the 3D image  along the x–y plane and the y–z plane are sym-
metric. So this pattern is symmetric with frontal plane as a
mirror, at least. Fig. 8(f) and (g) shows two synthesis patterns
derived from cropped basis images with tensor multiplication
between the core tensor and the two mode matrices selected
from the remaining combinations. These two  synthesis pat-
terns are not symmetric along either of their symmetric axes,
therefore, at least, the 3D object image  is not symmetric along
the x–z planes.

3.2.  The  second  case

The second case is to explore the mirror symmetry of brain
structural MRI of white mass with rough resolution. The MR
image size is 47 ×58 × 43. Fig. 9(a)–(c) illustrates one of the 2D
cross-sectional slices along a horizontal plane, vertical plane,
and frontal plane. Considering the 3D image  is symmetric on
the x–y and the y–z planes, we change the modes of the MRI

datasets to a new MRI datasets, i.e. the third mode of original
MRI datasets becomes the first mode of the new matrix, the
first and second become the second and the third in the new
datasets. Finally, we  assemble the image  datasets with size
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Fig. 9 – Illustration of the mirror symmetry of brain structural MRI  with rough resolution. The brain MRI size is 58 × 47 × 43.
(a–c) Illustration of 2D cross-sectional slices along a horizontal plane, vertical plane, and frontal plane. (d) Illustration of a
b
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rain slice image with asymmetry along an x–y plane.

8 ×47 ×43 into a tensor. We also rearrange the image  vol-
me  structure to explore the asymmetry of the brain MRI via
he current algorithm. According to the generated datasets,
he image  volume with asymmetry is created as follows: first,
e crop the part of images along the x–y plane, in order to
btain the images on the left hand side of the approximate
irror structure of human brain. The extracted images at the

ayers from z = 7 to z = 22 are relocated to the layers with z = 5
o z = 20 to create the first dataset with asymmetry, and the
mage  datasets on the right hand side remain the same. Simi-
arly, to increase the asymmetry, the extracted images on the
eft hand side at the layers from z = 7 to z = 32 are relocated
o layers from z = 5 to z = 30, which form the second dataset
ith increased asymmetry. For comparison, the third dataset
ith further increased asymmetry is created by relocating the

mages from z = 7 to z = 42 to layers from z = 5 to z = 40. Fig. 9(d)
llustrates the resultant image  with asymmetry along the x–y
lane.

The generated 3D images with symmetry and asymmetry
re assembled into the third order tensors and non-negative
ensor decomposition is applied to factorise the non-negative
ensors to factors, with the core tensor size of 32 × 32 × 32 and
he basis image  size of 58 × 1024. The center region of the
asis images is cropped to a size of 58 ×180. Fig. 10(a)–(d) illus-
rates the resultant synthesis for the symmetric MRI, and the
enerated first, second, and third asymmetric MR images.

To ascertain the degree symmetry or the lack of it, k means
lustering is used to group the generated synthesis patterns
hat are normalised. Figs. 11(a), 12(a), 13(a) and 14(a) illustrate
he resultant clustering in relation to symmetric brain MRI, the
rst, second and third asymmetric brain MRIs. As illustrated in
ig. 11(a), the part of the synthesis pattern marked by a white
ashed line is located in the center along which the synthesis
attern is symmetric. Therefore it is viewed as a reference pat-
ern. The positions of the reference pattern can also be found
n Fig. 12(a), 13(a) and 14(a), where they have been marked by
he white dashed lines. Shown in the mentioned figures, the
atterns marked by white arrows on the left and right hand
ide of the reference pattern, are two ellipses, which are used
s the target patterns for the quantitative analysis of symme-

ry and asymmetry of the 3D brain MRIs. Quantitative analysis
an be conducted based on the landmark points marked by
hite solid lines. For clarification purposes, we  illustrate the
zoomed version in Figs. 11(b), 12(b), 13(b), and 14(b). As men-
tioned before, histogram images are used for the symmetry
analysis. Figs. 11(c) and (d), 12(c) and (d) 13(c) and (d) and 14(c)
and (d) are histogram images of the synthesis patterns marked
with arrows shown in sub-figures labeled by (a) of the cor-
responding figures, in terms of the four generated brain MRI
datasets. The four pairs of intensity histogram images show
that minor varieties happen among the right hand side of the
synthesis patterns, when the asymmetries are varied com-
pared to the 3D symmetric brain MRI. For left hand side of
the synthesis patterns, intensity levels are concentrated to
the first bin and first three bins when the asymmetry of 3D
images varies from 25 layers to 35 layers, respectively. As a
result, there is a twofold rise in the number of pixels regard-
ing the first and the first three bins, respectively, compared
between the left and the right hand side of the synthesis pat-
terns. That means the asymmetry of intensity levels of the
arrowed synthesis increases when the asymmetry of the 3D
images increase.

For further quantitative analysis, we focus on the k means
clustering images with patterns marked by white arrows, for
the symmetric brain MRI  and first, second, and third asym-
metric brain MRI, referred to Figs. 11(a), 12(a), 13(a) and 14(a),
respectively. We  record the resultant calculations in Table 2.
These are the centroid coordinates of each arrowed pattern
marked by cross lines, and the coordinates of landmark points
marked by white solid lines in terms of the left and right hand
side of the clustering images with reference pattern marked
by a white dashed line.

The axis of symmetry for each synthesis pattern remains
nearly the same, equal to x = 115 and y = 74. For the right syn-
thesis patterns, the coordinates of the centroid are the same
with a value of [115,107], part of the pattern derived from
the 3D images with 35 layer asymmetry, the coordinates of
the centroid of which equal to [114,106], with one pixel offset
upward and towards the left, respectively. While regarding the
centroid positions on the-left-hand-side patterns, the x coor-
dinates are moved down by 1,2,3 pixels with y coordinates
unchanged, corresponding to the symmetry, and the asym-

metry with 15 layers and 25 layers, respectively. The synthesis
pattern that comes from the 3D image  with 35-layer asym-
metry, shows a slight upward offset. For the four 3D image
datasets with symmetry and increased asymmetry, we  find
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Fig. 10 – Illustration of the synthesised images related to the generated 3D brain structural MR  image with symmetry (refer
to Fig. 9(a)–(c)) and asymmetry (refer to Fig. 9(a), (b), and (d)). (a–d) Illustration of the resultant synthesis for the symmetric
brain structural MRI, and the generated the first (with 15 asymmetric layers), the second (with 25 asymmetric layers), and
the third (with 35 asymmetric layers) asymmetric brain structural MR  images, respectively.

Fig. 11 – Illustration of the synthesised pattern regarding a symmetric brain structural MRI  with rough resolution. The
dimension that is assembled to a third order tensor equals to 58 × 47 × 43 pixels. (a) Illustration of the resultant k means
clustering. (b) Zoomed version of (a). (c and d) Illustration of intensity histogram images from the synthesis patterns marked

3.3.  The  third  case
with white arrows.

that landmark points on the right-hand-side patterns are sym-
metric according to their corresponding coordinates. However,
on the left hand side of the arrowed synthesis patterns, x coor-
dinates regarding the landmark points on the bottom move
away from the symmetric positions of the top landmark points
by 1, 4, 6, 3 pixels. The synthesis with 35-layer asymmetry
shows slightly improved symmetry along the horizontal axis.

The distance of each pair of landmark points along vertical and
horizontal direction from left to right hand side, correspond-
ing to the lengths of major and minor axis: [31:29; 18:18]; [32:28;

Fig. 12 – Illustration of the synthesis pattern regarding a brain st
3D image. The asymmetric structure locates at the layers from z 

clustering. (b) Zoomed version of (a). (c and d) Illustration of inten
with white arrows.
18:19]; [38:29; 18:18]; [39:25; 18:18]. The lengths of minor axes
vary slightly and symmetrically, the lengths of major axes vary
from 2, 4, 9–14. The asymmetry of the synthesis pattern along
the vertical axis increases with the increase of asymmetry in
the 3D images.
For the structural brain MRIs of grey mass with high resolu-
tion, we  segment and crop the images in the middle regions

ructural MRI  with 15 layers of asymmetric structure in its
= 5 to z = 20. (a) Illustration of the resultant k means
sity histogram images from the synthesis patterns marked

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cmpb.2011.10.007
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Table 2 – The centroid coordinates and the coordinates of landmark points for each synthesis pattern with the signs of
arrows are depicted in Figs. 11(a), Fig. 12(a), 13(a) and 14(a).

Numbered
landmark
point

Coordinates

Symmetry 15 layer rearrangement 25 layer rearrangement 35 layer rearrangement

Left Right Left Right Left Right Left Right

Centroid [115,41] [115,107] [116,41] [115,107] [117,41] [115,107] [115,41] [114,106]
1 [131,41] [130,107] [133,41] [129,107] [137,41] [129,107] [136,39] [127,107]
2 [100,41] [101,107] [101,41] [101,107] [99,41] [100,107] [97,41] [102,107]
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3 [115,50] [115,116] [115,50] [115,117]
4 [115,32] [115,98] [115,32] [115,98] 

f half of the symmetric brain along its x–y planes. Accord-
ngly, we make a reflective symmetric image  in 3D for good
isualisation of symmetry. Finally, we  assemble the image
atasets with size 90 × 40 × 30 in to a tensor, which are
ymmetric along its horizontal and vertical planes. To create
he asymmetric structure for the 3D brain MRI, we  extract half
mages on the left hand side at the layers from z = 15 to z = 26
nd relocate them to the layers from z = 11 to z = 22, with the
ame size of tensor assembled for asymmetry analysis.

Fig. 15(a)–(c) illustrates one of the 2D cross-sectional slices
f structural brain MRI  regarding grey mass along a horizontal

lane, vertical plane and frontal plane. Fig. 15(d)–(f) illustrates
ne of the 2D cross-sectional slices within the local region
f interest along a frontal plane, horizontal plane, and ver-
ical plane. The cross-sectional slices along horizontal and

ig. 13 – Illustration of the synthesis pattern regarding a brain st
D image. The asymmetric structure locates at the layers from z 

lustering. (b) Zoomed version of (a). (c and d) Illustration of inten
ith white arrows.

ig. 14 – Illustration of the synthesis pattern regarding a brain st
D image. The asymmetric structure locates at the layers from z 

lustering. (b) Zoomed version of (a). (c and d) Illustration of inten
ith white arrows.
[114,50] [115,116] [115,49] [115,116]
[114,32] [115,98] [115,33] [115,98]

vertical planes are fully reflective symmetric. Fig. 15(g) is the
image with asymmetry along its horizontal plane. The synthe-
sis patterns regarding the 3D MRI with generated symmetric
and asymmetric structures are illustrated in Fig. 16(a) and
(b), which are derived from the tensor multiplication of the
decomposed core tensor and the first and second mode of
matrices. Fig. 16(a) shows an approximately symmetric struc-
ture due to the symmetry properties along both horizontal
and vertical planes of the tensor images. Fig. 16(b) shows an
obvious elimination of symmetry when the symmetric struc-
ture of the corresponding tensor images is diminished. The

resultant symmetry and asymmetry are in accordance with
3D images with generated symmetric and asymmetric struc-
ture along their horizontal and vertical planes. Fig. 16(a) and
(b) is the zoomed in version of (c) and (d) for clear comparison.

ructural MRI  with 25 layers of asymmetric structure in its
= 5 to z = 30. (a) Illustration of the resultant k means
sity histogram images from the synthesis patterns marked

ructural MRI  with 35 layers of asymmetric structure in its
= 5 to z = 40. (a) Illustration of the resultant k means

sity histogram image from the synthesis patterns marked
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Fig. 15 – (a–c) Illustration of one of the 2D cross-sectional slices of structural brain MRI  with high resolution showing grey
mass along a horizontal plane, vertical plane and frontal plane, respectively. The brain structural MRI  with a size of
90 × 40 × 30 are assembled to a 3rd order tensor. (d–g) Illustration of one of the 2D cross-sectional slices regarding cropped
MRI datasets of grey mass along a frontal plane, horizontal plane, and vertical plane, respectively. (g) Illustration of one of
the cross-sectional images with asymmetry along its horizontal plane.

Fig. 16 – (a and b)Illustration of the synthesised patterns regarding the 3D brain structural MRIs with generated symmetric
(the size of 90 × 40 × 30) and asymmetric structures inserted into the layers between z = 11 and z = 22, respectively. (c and d)

Zoomed version of (a) and (b).

Illustrated in Fig. 16,  the position in the center region is marked
by the white dashed line, which is viewed as a symmetry axis.

4.  Conclusion

A sparse decomposition scheme for the detection of sym-
metric structures in 3-dimensional spaces is presented. The
approach is based on the decomposed basis images via non-
negative tensor factorisation to look at the symmetry of spatial
shapes. It is shown that the reflectional symmetries can be
quantified by the synthesis pattern of directional textures,
which is an effective expansion of sparse basis elements.
We apply this approach to the analysis of image  geometry

in 3D with aims for the discrimination of symmetry and
asymmetry, as well as estimating the different degree of asym-
metry. The datasets involved are related to spatial geometric
shapes with simulation of different types of tumors (spherical,
ellipsoid, lobuled). The resulting scheme is shown experimen-
tally to be both effective and is able to detect symmetric
structures embedded in real images.

Future work will consider extensions of the application of
the proposed methods on MRI detection of breast cancer, and
brain-disease detection using brain structural MRIs. Regard-
ing breast cancer detection via MRIs, it will be desirable to
apply proper segmentation algorithms to define tumor regions
for shape analysis. This work can also be extended to grey
and color images in 3D for quantitative analysis of symmetric
structure.
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